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About this report
This report provides a snapshot of mid-market M&A activity and some of the key 

issues affecting deal flow around the world.

It is based on a survey of member firms conducted by Nexia International. Participants 

considered the outlook for mid-market M&A activity in their respective countries 

and some of the key issues impacting on deal-making in those markets.

The views expressed are those of the individual authors as at March 2012.
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About Nexia International
Nexia International is a leading worldwide network of independent accounting 

and consulting firms, providing a comprehensive portfolio of assurance, tax 

and advisory services.

With more than 570 offices in over 100 countries, we have a substantial presence 

in the world’s major financial and economic centres. We are strategically placed to 

serve the diverse international requirements of our clients, ranging from globally 

listed entities and international subsidiaries, to owner-managed businesses and 

high-net-worth individuals.

Experts from around the Nexia International network work together to provide 

cohesive, customised services to solve cross-border business issues and advise 

individuals on wealth creation and preservation.

Providing a consistent quality of service, regardless of location, is fundamental to 

our work with anyone engaging professional advice across international borders. 

Through our tight knit global community, you can expect shared values, close and 

enduring relationships between member firms and the highest standard of 

professional advice – anywhere in the world.
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Contributors
We are very grateful to the 66 Nexia International member firms worldwide that 

participated in this survey and, in particular, to the following for their contributions 

to this report:

Craig Arends, CliftonLarsonAllen (USA); Dom Esposito, J.H. Cohn (USA); Gary Graco, 

Nexia ASR (Australia); Charles Ludmer, J.H. Cohn (USA); Beatrice Onica-Jarka, 

Cunescu, Balaciu & Associates (Romania); Charles Simpson, Saffery Champness 

(UK); Henry Tan, Nexia TS (Singapore). 
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Mid-market M&A outlook 

Nexia International’s survey of M&A advisers paints a picture of relative good 

health for mid-market deals.

Our member firms say they continue to advise on a steady flow of mid-market 

M&A deals and are relatively confident about the volume of deals on which they 

expect to advise over the coming year.

Just over a third (35%) of our member firms surveyed said that the volume of M&A 

deals on which they advised increased in the last year compared to the previous 

year. Another 41% said it had stayed about the same. 

Increased significantly
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Q5: How has the volume of M&A deals on which your firm has 

advised changed in the last year, compared to the previous year?

Q12: How do you expect the volume of M&A deals on which your 

firm advises to change in the next 12 months?

Somewhat surprisingly, nine out of ten firms said they are optimistic about the 

near future and expect the volume of deals on which their firm advises to increase 

(38%) or remain unchanged (52%) in the next 12 months, despite the generally 

gloomy global economic outlook.
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While the difficult market conditions seen in the last few years mean that most 

advisers are working from a relatively low, comparative base, the research suggests 

that the worst slump in M&A activity in decades may be behind us.

Deal value 

Around 37% of the Nexia International member firms surveyed noted an increase 

in the total value of M&A deals, with another 40% saying it had stayed about the 

same. These figures are very similar to the totals for volume of M&A deals that 

Nexia member firms advised on (35% and 41% respectively), corresponding to 

little change in average deal size. 

Just over half (51%) of survey respondents said that the average size of M&A deals 

on which their firms advised stayed about the same, while just over a quarter 

(27%) said average deal size had increased. 

A further quarter (24%) of respondents reported a decrease in both volume and 

total value of M&A deals.

Approximate average deal size for the majority (35%) of Nexia member firms was less 

than US$1m, with a further 27% of firms with average deal size between US$1m-5m. 

However, average deal size for a significant minority (38%) was more than US$5m.   

The survey results to some extent reflect the relative size of the firms surveyed. 

Nexia International’s corporate finance membership primarily comprises small, 

independent boutiques - the vast majority (89%) of which advised on less than 

ten deals last year. For some member firms, corporate finance is still a growing 

practice area with the flexibility to resource-up relatively quickly and where deal 

volume and value are expected to increase as the business develops.
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Q9: How has the average deal size of M&A deals on which your firm 

has advised changed in the last year, compared to the previous year?
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However, in some countries, small transactions are expected to be the norm 

regardless of the size of firm advising on the deal. As Mrs Beatrice Onica-Jarka, 

attorney at Cunescu, Balaciu & Associates in Romania, explains: “Last year the total 

value of M&A deals in Romania was around €900m, with most transactions in the 

€1m-2m range. Small transactions are likely to continue to dominate the market 

in 2012, with little expectation of a significant rise in M&A activity within the 

country’s private sector.

Key drivers of change in mid-market M&A

“Mid-market M&A activity has been slow to recover, having suffered a series of 

setbacks following the fall-out from the financial crisis in 2009/10”, says Charles 

Simpson, head of corporate finance at UK member firm Saffery Champness. 

“Potential buyers have struggled to secure debt funding for deals, as banks remain 

reluctant to lend, instead focusing on existing customers and on rebuilding their 

balance sheets. The introduction of various schemes by governments in many 

countries to encourage bank lending appear to have largely failed” he adds.

“In addition, there has been a reluctance on the part of sellers to lower their 

valuations from the highs of the boom years up to 2007/08, despite deepening 

global economic difficulties. In contrast, buyers immediately discounted valuations 

and this has resulted in a mismatch which has kept deal flow static,” says Simpson.

The Nexia member firms surveyed ranked the perennial M&A driver of seeking 

economies of scale as the number one factor likely to lead to more M&A activity 

in their local markets, followed closely by companies aiming to grow their client 

base, improve profitability or plan for succession. 

Advising smaller privately owned companies, including family businesses, is the 

natural territory of many of the Nexia firms surveyed (just over half (51%) advised 

on M&A deals with a total value of up to US$5m last year) and the survey suggests 

that succession planning remains a critical issue for many such privately owned 

businesses.

“The uptick in M&A volumes confirmed by our global survey appears to be driven 

by companies seeking a liquidity event as part of the natural lifecycle of the family 

business,” says Chuck Ludmer of US member firm J.H.Cohn LLP and Nexia’s 
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international marketing chairman. “Typically this results from business owners 

wanting to retire or because of changes in the family due to death, divorce, or 

lack of support from the next generation. This is consistent among the mid-sized 

companies served by many Nexia International member firms.” 

Many owners are faced with a choice between continuing the business through 

a more challenging economic environment and the prevailing difficulties of raising 

capital to take the business to the next level, or selling the business, even at a 

lower multiple. The pragmatic business owner may be increasingly opting for the 

latter path of least resistance.

“US private equity players, whose cash reserves have piled up over the last two 

years, are increasingly eager to enter the M&A market. As the economy slowly 

recovers, opportunities to find companies requiring growth capital are increasing 

and this is good news for the whole M&A environment,” says Dom Esposito, head 

of capital markets strategy for J.H. Cohn.

Buy-side upturn

On the buy side, concerns over the future of the euro in particular continue to 

cause considerable uncertainty and deter prospective buyers interested in European 

businesses. The situation may be slowly improving as buyers who have built up 

cash reserves during the good times look for higher returns and quality businesses 

in which to invest. 

In the US, the outlook has been more upbeat. “M&A activity is expected to hold 

steady or increase in 2012 due to low interest rates and the record levels of cash 

held on corporate balance sheets. Debt markets in the US are also generally 

favourable,” says Craig Arends, partner at CliftonLarsonAllen.

“We have seen many private equity backed businesses raise funds and diversify 

their product platforms to give them greater flexibility and the opportunity to 

grow. The economy has changed the game and private equity firms are positioning 

themselves to take advantage of the opportunities that emerge from this type of 

market dislocation”, adds Arends.
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Key obstacles to mid-market resurgence

Difficulties in raising finance and a lack of market confidence are overwhelmingly 

cited as the key obstacles to M&A activity in the year ahead, followed by an inability 

to match valuation expectations. 

Many business owners continue to face difficult decisions about funding capital 

expenditure or acquisitions. At the same time, while there are widespread calls for 

banks to increase lending, they remain very cautious.  

“In Asia-Pacific, the scarcity and cost of financing is an obstacle, as it is in other 

regions,” says Henry Tan, Asia-Pacific chairman of Nexia International and managing 

director of Nexia TS in Singapore. “However, it is expected to become easier and 

eventually return to the pre-credit crisis level.”

“Similarly, SMEs and MMEs in Australia are still struggling to secure bank finance 

for growth and acquisition opportunities, with available equity capital yet to filter 

down to this market,” explains Gary Graco, partner at Nexia ASR. 

“An additional factor over the last 12 to 18 months has been the appreciation of 

the Australian dollar against all major currencies, especially the euro and pound 

sterling. These markets have been a key source of buyers of Australian businesses 

for some time, particularly buyers with a firm foothold in the Australian market 

and/or some exposure to developing markets in Asia. But the appreciation of the 

Australian dollar has had a negative impact on return on investment (ROI) and 

valuation metrics when converted to these currencies,” adds Gary.

The old adage that cash is king is particularly pertinent in the current environment. 

While still relatively small in number, there are at least some cash-rich corporate 

buyers ready to make strategic acquisitions, including cross-border, by leveraging 

their own balance sheets so that finance is secured on the rest of the business 

rather than the target.
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Value expectations and deal flow

There are some signs of healthier multiples, but for the volume of M&A deals to 

rise significantly, vendors will need to accept that the ‘rules of the game’ have 

changed and realign their value expectations to new market realities. Charles 

Simpson of Saffery Champness says that “there are now signs that sellers realise 

that multiples are not going to rise quickly and are therefore more accepting of the 

valuations achievable in today’s market.”

Sellers in the US seem willing to negotiate on valuations, but economic concerns 

continue to hamper deal-making. 

“The US jobs market has improved but remains sluggish,” says Craig Arends of 

CliftonLarsenAllen. “Add to this the uncertainty caused by events in the eurozone 

and the US presidential elections and the result is a nervous global economic 

environment.” 

Dom Esposito at J.H. Cohn adds that sellers are also concerned about the uncertainty 

of tax rates going forward and the possibility of the elimination of the capital gains 

rate. “This clearly imparts a sense of urgency on sellers looking to maximize their 

net return.” 

In Asia-Pacific, current trends suggest that the disparity between buyer and seller 

valuations could continue to widen. “This is a concern in a market where acquisition 

targets are already overvalued,” says Henry Tan of Nexia TS. “But while it could 

influence deal-making, it’s important to remember that the financial performance 

of the target is as instrumental in determining value as macroeconomic conditions.”

Henry adds: “Compliance and regulatory issues, as well as lack of reliable financial 

information, can also impact on the due diligence process and obstruct deals being 

done. This is especially so in South East Asia, China and India. In China, government 

regulations are constantly changing and lacking in transparency. Regulatory challenges 

in Indonesia pose similar difficulties for M&A transactions.”

In Australia, there has generally been a ‘wait-and-see” approach to M&A activity 

since late 2011. “Instability in international debt markets, a likely slowdown in the 

Australian economy and uncertainties in the country’s political environment all 

appear to be contributory factors,” says Gary Graco.
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Cross-border activity

The amount of cross-border M&A activity in which Nexia firms are involved varies 

considerably, according to the survey. 

While 19% of participants said that approximately 1 in 10 of their deals were cross 

border, and a further quarter (24%) said that between 10% and 60% of their M&A 

deals were cross-border, nearly half (46%) of the firms surveyed didn’t advise on 

any cross-border deals last year and focused solely on their own domestic market 

for deal flow. This is perhaps not surprising given the average deal sizes. 

There may be a case for going global when selling a niche business and there is 

undoubtedly interest from acquirers from faster-growing economies, particularly 

China and India, but it appears that there is sufficient demand in domestic markets 

to satisfy the requirements of the majority of mid-market sellers, without incurring 

the additional transaction costs that an international sale mandate entails.

Given the average size of firms in the survey, it is not surprising that the majority 

expect the growth in cross-border M&A deals to be generated primarily in their 

immediate geographical region.

However, where firms anticipate growth in their M&A activity further afield, the 

Asia-Pacific region, in particular South East Asia and China is expected to be the 

most active for cross-border M&A deal growth in the coming year, followed by 

Western Europe, North America and Central and Eastern Europe.

Respondents from Asia-Pacific itself anticipate most activity within their own 

region, with little interest in Western Europe or North America. “The slowdown 

in Europe and the USA has helped turn the focus towards Asia,” says Henry Tan of 

Nexia TS. “M&A activities in Asia-Pacific are driven by the growth forecast for this 

region, which remains robust even though China’s growth is expected to dip to 

7.5% - still strong by any standard.”

The strengthened buying power of the Australian dollar has improved ROI and 

valuation metrics in other markets, resulting in well-funded Australian businesses 

looking for offshore investment opportunities. “We have seen increasing activity 

among clients keen to acquire established businesses in key international markets, 

particularly where Australian intellectual property or product range can be used 

to grow market share,” says Gary Graco. “We remain cautious, but potentially see 

this as an ongoing trend.”
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Deal type

Mergers and trade sales, particularly private-equity-backed deals, are expected to be 

the most active types of transaction. Although cash on existing balance sheets might 

be expected to finance the majority of these deals, survey respondents highlighted 

the critical influence of the willingness of banks to lend in the current economic

climate to provide the debt element of such deals. The ‘hybrid’ private-equity backed 

trade buyer is likely to play an increasingly important role in the M&A market.

Leveraged management buy-outs or buy-ins often require a large debt element 

and it seems that naturally cautious lenders will only begin to change their attitude 

to such deals once they see markets stabilising and more sensible returns.

Sector focus

According to the firms surveyed, manufacturing is anticipated to be the most 

active sector for M&A deals in the next 12 months globally, driven by the massive 

increases in demand and in manufacturing production output from countries such 

as China and India, with particular interest in the chemicals sector currently. 

This is followed by information and communications technology and business 

services. There is continued interest in cutting-edge IT businesses with high intellectual 

property value, especially from China and India.

Many survey respondents highlighted the healthcare sector as a potential source 

of future M&A deal flow, driven by increased outsourcing in many public health 

services around the world and by demand for the latest health technology and 

treatments for an ageing global population. Beatrice Onica-Jarka at Cunescu 

Balaciu in Romania, says: “This year, Romania is expected to record strong growth 

in M&A activity in medical services and pharma, as well as agriculture.” 

Public sector cuts in many countries are expected to be a key driver for future 

consolidation, for example for healthcare services that are being outsourced or 

recruitment agencies involved in placing temporary staff within the public sector. 

The recruitment sector, in particular is seen as ripe for further consolidation, with 

the potential for greater economies of scale.

There appears to be less interest in traditional media businesses, battered by the 

ongoing slump in advertising revenues, and in leisure businesses generally in an 

era of lower discretionary consumer spending.
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About the survey

Nexia International’s M&A survey of member firms was conducted at the end of 

2011. Participants were senior decision-makers within the corporate finance 

departments of 66 member firms based across the world.

The survey measured the involvement of Nexia member firms in M&A transactions 

in a lead advisory or transaction support role.

Nexia International is home to a wide range of firms, but the majority of firms in 

the survey (71%) have fewer than ten partners or directors. 

Just over half (51%) of the Nexia firms in the survey advised on M&A deals with a 

total value of up to US$5m last year. However, 22% of the firms surveyed advised 

on deals with a total value of US$10m–50m and a further 22% on deals totalling 

more than US$50m.


